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nore them', 'what do you want me

lady was sitting by her open window

to do about it' and even 'if you

one of the youths attempted to grab

keep quite maybe they'll go and ·
trouble someone else instead'.

of her through it, injuring her in the process
Still no action was taken. The home
officer, fully aware of the situation, re·
marked that it was 'a bit insensitive' to
build three Asian accommodation units In
one locality and this was 'bound to get
people's backs up'. The police were es·
sentially taking the view that it was the
residents who were to blame for the har·
assment, simply by being there.

The
consensus of the meeting was that greater
police vigilance, support and sympathy
was needed and a joint complaint to that
effect has been sent to senior police offic·
ers who are following it up.

•

NMP wrote a formal complaint about
the officers concerned. And the S family
collected a petition, signed by some
thirty black families, 'expressing anger
and frustration at the behaviour of officers
from Forest Gate Police Station in
dealing with our problems of racial
harassment'.

The petition was pre

sented to the Chief Superintendent along
with a written demand for police action
against the racists.

Stratford
•

NS, who lives in Stratford, was walking

home from Forest Gate when he was
deliberately shoved by two white

rn.c

who asked 'do want some nigger?'.
ran off, but the white men caught up
him and one of them stabbed NS in
back and in the leg before running off

·

'

tember 3 by NewhamWest Court.
Ice

cream

sa lesman

Harvey, 34, and Damico

J ohn

.

William

Co wley,

21,

a

labourer, are botb aocused of cau•ing
grievous bodily barm to 34-ycar-old
fah
t er-of-threeMohammed Younis.

The offence allegedly took place
in Jack C oruwe!l Street.
Harvey is also char&ed
th.r e .tenin& 10 kill Mr Younis.

1

with

Aloos with Dcclan
Hudson, 30, a f..-k lift
driver, Haney is
accused of usauJiing the
alleged vicaim's wife
Parvecn, 27. .
1llC three, who had
spen1 the ni ght in
custody. were released
on conditional bail.

n.ey must noc c::ontac:t
either of the alleged
vicl.irn.s, who have lhroe .
1
children age d six, lhrce,
•Mr Yorusis
and IS months.

.

attackers receive lengthy custodial
sentances. Only then will a clear mes
sage be sent out that racist thuggery will
not be tolerated in any shape or form'.
Our doubts were well-founded. The
trial of Y's attackers in 1991, as the
following description proves, was an
absolute farce. Mr and Mrs Y gave
evidence, explained how they were
beaten up, how they could not be
mistaken as to the identity of the attacker
since he was a neighbour for years. For
their part he attackers produced a parade
of witnesses present at the party that
evening. All these witnesses claimed
that the main defendant was asleep (in
the middle of his own party!) and that a
skinhead appeared from nowhere to

accurate descriptions of the men. Th
independent witnesses also made stc:

important that racial harassment at schools al

ing as mysteriously and suddenly as he

ments

had appeared. However, each witness

attack Mr and Mrs Y before disappear

black git?' and as NS stood outside t

document, 'Racism and Racist Violence in

facts differed one from the other. The

November 1991, NMP organised

Schools' (1990).

a joint residents meeting to dis
cuss the problem. During the

courtroom he was threatened by the
tackers and their friends and warned
he could expect reprisals for bringing

lies of one witness were so completely
exposed that he collapsed in the witness

course of this large and angry

case to court. To the disbelief of NS, tht

Update from 1990

box, unable t o answer any more
questions from the barristers or the

meeting we found that every sin

court dismissed the case on technical

gle resident had suffered some
form of harassment, mostly from

grounds and what is more, NS's addresl

The racial harassment section of our 1990 An

outspoken in court, explain why they

nual Report opened with the harrowing case of
Mr and Mrs Y, savagely beaten and hospitalised

never uttered a word o.f protest when the

local youths, such as abuse and

was revealed in open court, the result of
which was that the same men began to

intimidation, rubbish bins set

loiter outside his home. It was only at

by three men connected to the family living in the

Despite the fact that the defence case

alight, property damaged. A frail

late stage that NS approached NMP.

elderly women said that one day,

we were able to do was liaise with

flat below them, who were having a party.
In this case both the police and the council

was such a shambles, NMP observers
were by no means confident as the

as she stood by her window,
something like a 'firebomb' (at

district housing manager arranging for

responded well. The attackers were arrested

prosecution case presented by the CPS

to be transfered to a new ad

and charged and Mr and Mrs Y were moved to a

was not much better. Indeed, a badly

the very least a powerful firework)

elsewhere in the area, and apply to

new home. But to our surprise,the Crown Pros

prepared prosecution led directly to the

was thrown at her by a group of

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board

ecution Service had dropped the case. After a

aquital of the attackers, leaving an ex

youths. Immediately she ran to a

financial compensation.

complaint from NMP, the CPS re-charged the
attackers, claiming that the original decision not

asperated Mr Y to declare: 'There's no
justice: the CPS, the courts, white juries

to prosecute was a bureaucratic error. We now

- none of them care'. There is not much

began to experience serious doubts about the
manner in which the CPS were pursuing as to

that one can add to this other than to

out of court are borne out.This is obviously

the case .Indeed, we concluded our 1990 Annual

area for future· campaigning within the
community.

Report by stating that 'One can but hope that

take racial harassment cases seriously,
until a multi-racial jury system is intro

justice will now be done and that Mr and Mrs Y's

duced, injustices like this will continue.

The following day, the elderly

·

men, arrestm after al leged incidents on

have been attacked by racists. In

taken no action against the gang.

·

- - �
-

During the trial it emerged that on
the men had asked 'is it to do with

phone calls later the police ar
rived, only to go away having

·. I

.

dential complexes for Asian
elders in ManorParkand all three

There are three separate resi

from there the police were called.
Four · hours and three further

•.

• AM suffered racial harassment at his
school in Upton Park for some time but
always stood up for himself. One Sunday
afternoon in April AM was walking home
through the local park when he was con
fronted by some fifteen youths, one of
whom was the main instigator of the vio
lence at school. This boy racially abused
AM and repeatedly hit him across
the
'
head with a football boot. When AM held
up his hand to defend himself the boy
stabbed him through the palm and ran off.
AM went home and had the wound dressed
but at this stage did no more than this.
However, the following Monday morn
ing in school the boy threatened him again
with the knife. At this point NM P, who had
been contacted by the boys father, wrote
to the head teacher urging firm action. We
are pleased to report that the pupil con
cerned has been excluded from the school,
sending out a clear message to the pupils
that such violence will not be tolerated.
Furthermore, AM, accompanied by NMP,
made a statement to the police resulting in
the arrest of the youth.

..

The attack on AM escalated to such a point
that serious injury could have resulted. It is vitally

Subsequently, NS provided the police

and

the

attackers

we

apprehended and committed for trial.

neighbour's home for safety and

.

Upton Park

..

.
MEN ON HARM CHARGES
THREE
Sunday in the Manor Parle street
ARE BAILED
where they live, were bailed WJtil Sep

-----·

ways be tackled immediately rather than, as too
often the case, dismissed as school bullying.
The firm action eventually taken in this case was
in line with suggestions made in our education

•

ll
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It is in cases such as this that NMP's crit
of the CPS for preparing prosecution cases
badly that even 'open and shut' cases are th

had a completely different version of
this incredible story - times, events,
description of the skinhead, all these

Judge. Nor could the witnesses, so

police originally arrested the defendant.

reitterate that until the CPS starts to
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Court, AV was acquited on grounds of

home from school on 2 separate

self-defence.

charging into Mr A's flat and,

on the

old brother Z who, because of the

occas1ons.

basis of no evidence whatsoever,

harassment, was becoming aggressive.

arrested, a 50-year-old man with a

The police officer took this to mean that Z,

disabling spine disease.

who was fighting back against the children,

•

In September 1991, following
yet another attack on G, Mr A
came out of his flat and shouted
at the youths responsible to stop
or he would call the police.
Believing that the situation had

was aggravating the situation. The officer

NORIS

-

then

deracialising

•

•

Minutes

racial harassment
•

an

interpreter

and

approached the K family, telling them, in
front of Z, that much of the harassment the

calmed down, he returned to his
flat and went to bed.

engaged

family was receiving was due to Z's

The K family from North

'bullying' at school. A NMP worker then

later, however, the police arrived.

Woolwich were harassed by their

G opened the door only to be

neighbours over a 6 month period

confronted by a dozen officers

from late 1990 to the summer of

who burst into the flat and carried

1991. In August 1991, they

This case clearly illustrates the gap between

out a search, at no time showing

decided that the best way to deal

police rhetoric on racial harassment and police

a search warrant. According to

with this harassment was to have

action. It is ironic that whilst the police have

Mr A, when they entered the

a barbecue, inviting all their

acknowledged there to be a serious problem of

kitchen, they picked up a knife

neighbours to their home in order

racial harassment on estates like Cyprus (see

and one officer said: 'This will do'.

to introduce themselves. Many of

page 9), in practice they are quick to arrest those

As the police escorted Mr Aout of

their neighbours attended. That

black people who fight back. AV readily admits

his flat, a crowd gathered on the

evening,

being in possession of a knife. If he had not had

balcony, including the youths who

excrement pushed through their

the knife, he may well have suffered even worse

had originally attacked G, and

letter-box. And the following day,

In the case of the K family. NORIS, acting on

serious injuries. The use of his attackers as the

shouted threatening abuse. The

the abuse and harassment from

the superficial observations of the head teacher,

chief prosecution witnesses now renders him

officers, it later transpired, had

all the neighbours bar o n e

ignored all the salient facts in the case. The

even more vulnerable to attack.

been

continued.

harassment was on-going, much of it taking

called

out

by

the

the

contacted the police officer who again
repeated the accusation against Z.

It is

not hard to imagine the effects of the
police officer's words on a 7-year-old child.
Z became withdrawn, refused to attend
school, and had to be coaxed back by his
parents. Now due to pressure by NMPthe
housing department is in the process of
moving the family out of the area.

K family had

perpetrators who claimed that Mr

K's children were pupils at a

place in the summer holidays when the children

Ahad attacked them with a knife.

local primary school. Returning

were not at school. Some of the harassment was

Mr A and his sonG, suffered continuous

NMP managed to visit Mr A at

to school after the summer

perpetrated by youths older than primary school

harassment from the moment they took

West Ham police station where

holidays, they found themselves

age.

up residence in a flat in Forest Gate. On

we arranged legal representation.

subject to abuse and harassment

and threats, stones being thrown at the windows

several occasions, Mr A and his son were

Mr A was charged with being in

from their fellow pupils. With the

of K's home, and assaults.

attacked both on their way home and at

'possession of an offensive

help of the family, NMP identified

sand was thrown into the eyes of K's 2-year-old

their flat.

weapon' and with 'threatening

the perpetrators and approached

child. None of this was properly investigated and

•

Mr A's difficulties were

Incidents of harassment included abuse
On one occasion,

compounded by the fact that his wife had

b e h a v iour'.

was

the head teacher at the school,

despite repeated requests for some action against

recently died, and he also suffers from a

immediately placed in care over·

who acknowledged that there was

the perpetrators, no-one has ever been arrested.

disease affecting the spine called Spinai

night. When

Mr A was finally

a problem and assured the K

The final insult came when Z was blamed for the

Spondrosis. Following an attack in August

taken tocourt, the charges against

family that the children would be

victimisation his family were suffering - a clear

1991, when G was hetd down and a lit

him

were withdrawn. No action

escorted home from school by a

attempt to deracialise the case.

firework was placed in his mouth, Mr A

has ever been taken against the

approached NMP for help.

perpetrators by the police. This

Nevertheless, the harassment,

deracialised, of individual actions being shorn of

Following pressure from N M P, the

whole catalogue of incidents has

both inside and outside the

racial motives, is central to all the above cases.

housing department installed security film

done inestimable damage to Mr

school,

Even in those cases where the police accept, in

on the windows to prevent them from

A and his son G.

occasion

shattering. But despite repeated requests

His

son

The

teacher.

continued.

On o n e

q u e s t i o n of

racist attacks being

was

principle, that the family is suffering racial

consolation is that, owing to the

assaulted by a youthfrom outside

harassment (as in the case of Mr A and his son),

to the police to install an alarm in Mr A's

pressure

housing

the school, who hit her about the

their reaction when called to specific incidents is

flat (Mr A is not on the phone), nothing was

department by NMP, they have

head and face, as she played

to disbelieve the victims and, as in Mr A's case,

done.

The police, in theory at least,

been transfered, on the grounds

with a friend on the doorstep of

show incredible haste in arresting him. As

accepted that there was a problem of

of racial harassment, to another

her home. The police were

mentioned earlier the deracialising of cases and

racial harassment, but claimed that lack of

property.

informed and the case was

lack of any meaningful support for the victims,

referred to the NORIS squad.

serves to undermine their rights and emboldens

NORIS then went to the school

the perpetrators. It is particularly worrying to see

on

the

Their only

evidence prevented them from taking
action against the perpetrators.

They

Once again this case demonstrates

B

(aged

9)

would simply make a visit to Mr A's house

that

response to racist

and talked to the children carrying

such a trend gradually developing within NORIS,

every time there was an incident. Whilst

violence is too oftento believe the version

out the harassment. One office

for they are frequently cited by senior police

reassuring Mr A thatthey were concerned,

of events presented by the racists.

spoke to the head teacher who

officers as an illustration of the Met's commitment

they would do absolutely nothing.

this case, the police were well aware of

voiced concern about B's 7-year-

to tackling racial harassment.

Meanwhile, the attacks increased.

the police's

the long history of harassment suffe

Racist graffiti was sprayed on the walls of

by Mr A and yet they consistently fail

their home, excrement was pushed

to do anything about it. In contrast, w

through the letter box and the abuse was

they received a solitary phone call f

continuous. G was attacked on the way

the perpetrators, they responded

l'ol in• lh•sponse to Racial Harassment

20

Police Response to Racial Harassment

21
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left groups gave welcome support to the Com
mittee, the activities of the Anti-Nazi League
need to be singled out for criticism.
Following a report of the murder in the 'New
ham Recorder' on 9 January 1992 the Anti-Nazi

League, which had recently been relaunched by
the Socialist Workers Party, seized upon the

Family Campaign that money should
only be collected by official representa
tives of the Memorial Committee. The
AN L were fully aware of this request, but

mobil isation out of respect for the grieving family,

A

ANL were also calling for financial support for the
organisation of this demonstration, all of which

disappointing Council
response
The local authority response during the
campaign was largely disappointing. A

nation of £87.50 from a special commu

community, both Andrew Noble and Gary Hoskin

nity care fund to pay for the hire of the
town hall (a sum that should have been
waived by the Council as a matter of

were granted bail on condition of a surety of
£10,000. At a subsequent appearance at New
ham West Magistrates Court both the Crown

course) was felt by the family to be so

Prosecution Service (CPS) and the defence

insulting that the cheque was returned

counsel argued for an Old Style Committal (this

to the Social Services Department.
The response of Newham's Social

is when the prosecution evidence is tested in
front of a magistrate as to ascertain whether

Services remained as stated by the

there is enough evidence for the case to be

Director;

committed to a higher court). The bail conditions

'The law on the financial assistance

were not contested and both men were again
released on £10,000 surety and on condition
that they sign on at Forest Gate police station. In

which I can provide is quite strict and I
provide financial support to individuals

fact, Andrew Noble unable to raise the required
surety remainded in custody.

do not believe I have any authority to

was being done, they claimed, with the full

number of requests were made to the

knowledge and support of Sahitharan's family.
The behaviour of the ANL raises a number of
issues. The failure of the ANL to consult the local

council for assistance, most of which

or families unless this is solely for the

Throughout, the Memorial Committee moni

were met with silence. The main depart
ment with which there was contact

purposes of safeguarding and promoting
the welfare of children'

tored the court appearances of the murder
suspects to ensure that the CPS' presentation of

(Deborah Cameron, reply to letter from

the case against them was, neither ill-prepared

black community about the wisdom of its plans
demonstrates the continuing arrogance of or
ganisations such as this to community
organisation. Despite the fact that Newham's
black community has a long and proud history of
resistance to racism in all its forms, the ANL
acted as though the black 'victims' of racism
needed a white vanguard organisation such as
theirs to lead black people out of their suffering.
We reject this paternalistic and patronising ap
proach. Second, attempting to legitimise their
actions by using the name of the family and local
organisations was highly deceitful, particularly
when it came to raising funds, and should be
condemned, in the strongest possible terms.
In accordance with the wishes of the Sahitharan

through this whole episode was the
Social Services Department.
The murder of Sahitharan was not
only a major and psychological blow to
Sahitharan's family but it also placed
them under immense financial pressure.
Sahitharan's sister and brother-in-law
were both students with little income
and a young baby to support. In a short
period o f time, they had to find over

£2,000

to pay for the airline tickets of
Sahitharan's father, brothers and sister
from Sri Lanka and Germany as well as
the funeral costs itself. The response of
the Social Services Department to the

family, the reaction of the local Tamil community
and other black organisations to the ANL was to

plight of the family was to make a one off
payment of £87.50 for the hire of East
Ham town hall for the funeral service

attempt to persuade its leadership to desist from
it's unilateral actions. A letter was sent to the

booklets from the DSS entitled 'Help

ANL signed by all the local Tamil organisations
urging them to call off their demonstration and
support the initiatives being planned by the fam
ily and the Memorial Committee. Faced with
such opposition, the ANL backed down and
withdrew their call for the march. We have to
report, though, that to date any money the ANL
collected in the name of the Sahitharan family
has not been handed over to them.
Despite this climb down, the behaviour of the
ANL towards the local community continued as
imperious as before. On the day of the torchlight
memorial, the ANL plastered the area with its
posters, which not only mis-spelt Sahitharan's
name but, in failing to mention that the event had
been organised by the Memorial Committee,
gave the false impression that they were the
campaign organisers, although they had played
no part in any local initiatives. This was not only
dishonest but could have had disastrous effects
on the Community Appeal for witnesses which
had only recently been launched. On the day of

Sahitharan

Memorial Committee and the Deane

persisted in collecting money for itself.

for a demonstration on 15 February 1992 being
circulated by the Anti-Nazi League. Indeed, the

Murder of

the de.monstration itself, the ANL disre
garded requests from the Sahitharan

murder to try and mobilise forces. The local
community, having decided against an immediate
were shocked to find petitions and leaflets calling

•
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and to send the family a number of
When Someone Dies'. Despite numer
ous requests from the Memorial
Committee including an approach to the
Director of Social Services, Deborah
Cameron, no additional support was
forthcoming. In response to criticisms
from the Memorial Committee about her
lack of response, Deborah Cameron
said that she was not able to give any
more financial assistance and pointed
to the involvement of a Tamil commu
nity worker in the Memorial Committee
- a Social Services employee - as an
indication of her department's support.

Memorial Committee, dated 27 February

1992).

nor deracialised and that the prosecution was
carried out in a vigorous and professional manner.

there is ample evidence that the situa

At the first appearance of the suspects the CPS's
presentation was, as in so many cases of racist
violence, half-hearted and unprepared, to the

tion did warrant assistance if only for the

extent that the CPS were not even aware that

welfare of the young baby. Furthermore,

Sahitharan's body had been released and

discretionary power was available to
the Department to assist the family
through this difficult period. What was

cremated.
The fears of the Memorial Committee were

Yet, even i1 this was the legal criteria,

lacking was the political will. The

subsequently realised during the Old Style
Committal. Initially, the Memorial Committee

Department's poor response can
probably be attributed to fears that if

local M P, the local authority and members of the

support was given to one refugee family

Memorial Committee, to meet senior officers at

then it would set a precedent for future

the CPS to urge them to appoint a special

appeals for assistance from other

prosecutor because the nature of the attack and

members

refugee

the public interest in the case. The response of

community. But when the request of the

the branch prosecutor to our request was
disappointing. First, he said that officers were
unable to meet the delegation because of the

of

Newham's

Memorial Committee for assistance is

compared to the estimated £250,000
spent this year by the Department on

intended to send a delegation, consisting of the

external consu ltancies to 'improve serv

inclusion of the local M P, arguing that they would
need permission from the Attorney General to

ice delivery' the situation becomes even

agree to such a demand. But when the Commit

more reprehensible. Priorities are po

tee offered to meet without the MP present, they

litical decisions made by Council officers
and as such can be adapted to particular

replied that there was no need for the meeting at
all. When further questioned about the need to
appoint a special prosecutor - an indicator of the

situations. To do otherwise is not only a
sign of inflexibility but demonstrates a
lack of concern in responding to the

importance theuy placed on the trial - they re

wishes of the community and a funda

were quite capable of dealing with the case them

mental failure to provide services to·

selves.

those in need. (for further information

how shallow these statements were.

on Community Care see page

plied that this was not necessary and that they
Subsequent events demonstrate just

71 ).

In fact this man, who previously had
been a member of NM P's management
committee as well as a number of other
local groups, was involved with the
Committee in his personal capacity. This
small, petty incident, insignificant in itself,
demonstrates the lack o f interest
displayed by Social Services.The do•

Campaigning for
Justice
On

6

March at the Central Criminal

Court, to the horror of the local black

Murder of

Sahitha(an. .
..

.

·"'-::":
;
--"'
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Grays, Essex at the time of the attack.

The Trial

What is surely beyond coincidence is

When local black people went to observe the
trial, we were initially denied access to the Court.
The case had actually been allocated to the
smallest courtroom in the building and the gal
lery was already packed with supporters of the
two murder suspects. Following our complaints,
the authorities had no choice but to move the trial
to a larger court sufficient to accomodate every
one.
At the beginning of the proceedings, which
were scheduled to last just one day, prosecution
•

witnesses, fearful of further victimisation, asked
to be screened from the defendants. Although
this request was granted by the court, a gallery
filled with the friends and family of Noble and
Hoskin proved too intimidating for the witnesses.
This is something that the CPS should have
considered and its failure to prove so was to
prove costly later.
The only two witnessses called to give evidence
were the two 17-year-olds, NM and SB, whose

evidence is descibed above (see page 42).

Following an identifiation parade at Colchester
police station, NM had identified Andrew Noble
as one of his attackers. Unfortunately, due to a
combination of factors - the lack of preparation
by the CPS, the ordeal of giving evidence, for the
first time, in the imposing atmosphere of the
court, the intimidating presence of Hoskin's and
Noble's families and friends - NM felt intensely
pressurised and was not able to present his
evidence adequately. In fact it would be more
accurate to describe NM as scared out of his wits
- the subsequent mistakes in his testimony ren
dered it next to useless.
The second witness, SB, had also identified

the fact that the pub is owned by the
Hunt family, one of whom Hoskins claims
drove him to the pub that afternoon. For
those unfamiliar with racial harassment
in Newham, members ofthe Hunt family
are presently facing criminal charges
for carrying out a series of racist attacks
ham (see page 14). We would also note
that, according to an independant wit
ness, Hoskin was bundled away from
the scene of the attack in a blue mini.
Upon investigation the car seems to be
registered in the Hunt family name. We
leave you to draw your own conclusions
as to the validity of Hoskin's alibi.
Throughout the Committal, Noble
looked self assured, constantly smiling
and joking with friends and family in the
gallery. Either he was supremely confi
experience

of

the

imcompetance of the CPS. It seemed
that the latter was true. For at the end of
the day's proceedings, the CPS barrister
magistrates to the effect that the
prosecution was discharging Andrew
Noble of all current criminal charges (ie
murder and affray) because of 1he
(in)sufficiency of the evidence does not
justify the procedure'.
As the CPS had only book one day for
the hearing, the case against Gary
Hoskin was adjourned to another date
and he was again released on conditional
bail. Following questions from the Me-'

factors described above led him to stumble over
his evidence.. As the positive identification of

said they are unable to guarantee that
the charges against Hoskin will not also
be dropped as well..

it began to look increasingly likely that Noble was
going to walk free from the court.

Committal Procedure

•

•

•

briefed by the CPS before they

We will not allow the murder of Sahitharan to
be forgotten and his murderers to walk free. At

came to give evidence

the time of writing, the Memorial Committee is

Why was nothing done to allay

seeking expert legal advise as to how to proceed

the fears of the witnesses of

both with regards to further action against the

reprisals if they gave evidence

murderers as well as action on the wider implica
tions of the CPS's handling of the case.

Why weren1 the witnesses

Why did one of the witnesses
have to come straight from an
exam to give evidence

•

Why did they not call all the
witnesses to give evidence

•

Why did the CPS call for all the
charges to be dropped

•

•

Why was no special prosecutor
appointed
Why did the CPS refuse to meet
the Memorial Committee, so·
that we could raise some of
these issues

•

Why is is that the CPS are
incompetant when it comes to
prosecuting racists

CPS Under Scrutiny

The National Context
The murder of Sahitharan, follows in a long line
of tragedies that east London's black communities
have had to face in the last ten years. In 1980,
Akhtar Ali Baig was stabbed to death on High
Street North, only a short short distance from

where this latest murder took place.And in 1984,
in Plaistow Eustace Pryce was also stabbed to
death. In 1981, racists petrol-bombed the home

of the Khan family in Leytonstone, killing Mrs
Khan and her three young children, Aqsa, Kamran
and lmran. In 1985 the Kassam family and their

made a submission to the panel of three

morial Committee, the CPS have

Noble as the perpetrator of violence that day was
one of the main planks of the case against him,

racism.

dent of his innocence or he had had
previous

CPS were willing to recognise that the motive
was racial; their botched prosecution, however,
shows just how much importance they attach to

against their neighbours in South New

Again, the

Andrew Noble at an ID parade.

The presentation of the case raises a
number of points, some of which we list

When we compare this half-hearted

two young children Alim and Zaihir, were

and ill-prepared prosecution to the

murdered, again in a petrol-bomb attack. Early in

lengths the CPS went to, to gain a

1991, Alia Miah, an 18 month old baby was killed

conviction against Mr Altaf. (Charged
with grievous bodily harm with intent for

in Tower Hamlets after racists hurled wooden

defending himself and his pregnant sister

planks onto his pram.
Nationally, there have been many other

from a vicious racist attack), then the

tragedies. In 1989 alone we witnessed the deaths

difference in approach and priority
becomes glaringly obvious. In the case
of M r Altaf, the CPS appointed a special

of: Ahmed Sheikh, a Somalian refugee, murdered
by National Front sympathisers in Edinburgh;
Tahir Akram killed in Oldham; Kuldip Singh

prosecutor, and went out of their way to

Sekhon died in Southall after being stabbed over

prepare the Crown's witnesses (the
attackers of Mr Altaf and Mrs Khan),
both before and during the trail itself.

fifty times; Tasleem Akhtar killed in December

(see NMP Annual Report 1990).
We as black people continue to be

1989.

This was followed in 1991 by the murder of
Rolan Adams and that of Alia Miah.
Already in the first month of 1992 we have seen

failed by the criminal justice system.

the murders of Mohammed Sarwar and Siddik

Indeed, recent events - the verdict in the

Dada in Manchester and, here in Newham, that

Rodney King trial in Los Angeles as well

of Sahitharan.

On Thursday 23 January 1992, Siddik Dada,
a 60 year old Withington shopkeeper, was found

To understand how this situation came

as the case of Rolan Adams, a 14- year

about, we must begin by examining the

old black youth stabbed to death by a

CPS's·preparation of the case.

racist gang in South London in February

unconscious in a pool of blood after having been

system in legitimising racist violence. In

attacked by a gang of white youths armed with
machetes. Three days later, whilst Siddik Dada

1990- demonstrate the role of the judicial

that defendants do not have to give evidence in

Crown witnesses had never given
evidence in court before; and they were

their defence; for example, they do not have to

therefore unfamiliar with the court's pro

the case of Rolan's killers, the CPS

provide alibis. But if we examine Hoskin's state
ment to the police, which the CPS outlined in
their opening address, a number of interesting
points emerge. In Hoskin's statement, he claimed

cedure; they were very nervous and,

claimed that the murder was not racial
but 1erritorial'.lt was this de-racialisation

racist thugs struck again, this time, dragging 46
year old taxi driver, Mohammed Sarwar, from his

of the murder which led to all but one of
Rolan's attackers being acquitted. In

car and battering him to death. They left his body
lying in the middle of the road whilst they drove

Sahitharan's case, it seems that the

around in his car before setting it alight.Thirteen

The procedure at an Old Style Committal is such

that he was drinking with friends in a pub in

most importantly scared of the conse
quences of giving evidence. At no point
did the CPS acknowledge this but rather
they carried on blindly.

lay in a coma in an intensive care unit, the same

days later, on

5

February

1992,

Siddik Dada

died, having never regained consciousness.

1urder of Sahitharan
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Fascism
and Anti
Fascism
'

1991 has seen a huge
Increase In racist attacks
across London. It has also
seen an up-turn In Interest In
Issues of anti-fascism.
Unfonunately, however, anti
fascism has been largely
divorced from anti-racism
and from the wider struggles
of the black communities
under attack. In fact, anti
fascist forces, who claim to
be advancing strateg les to
deal with Increased racist
seem
violence,
to
concentrate exclusively on
organised fascist g roups, In
panlcularthe British National
Pany (BNP).
•

•

and march to remove the NF paper

On several occasions, NMP workers

organisation which split from the National Front

sellers from Brick Lane's Sunday market,

were forced to stay at Mr A's home

in the early 1980s and is grouped around their

he told the organisers as they left for

own fuhrer, John Tyndall. It has somewhere
between 1,000 and 1,500 members and is active

home that night, "Now you've had your
curries and cleared your consciences,

overnight in response to emergency calls
from him.Despite a long standing fascist

in many parts of the country. In recent years,
however, the BNP has concentrated much of its

tuck off back to where you came from."
That does not mean, however, that we

not fascists but are simply racist thugs.

energy in East London, where it has engaged in

should cease to challenge the fascist

attacks on black people and desecrations of
Jewish cemeteries. Many of the BNP's leading
members have convictions for violence against

groups through marches and pickets,

everyday racism which, because it goes
unchecked and uncontested by the

Nor does the Left have any real understanding of
the nature of racial violence in black communities

police and the state generally, provides

today. Firstly, it does not appreciate that racial

the groundswell for fascism. Yet anti

harassment in areas where there are large black

fascist activists tend, on the one hand,

settlements (and a history of struggle) has

to ignore state racism and, on the other,

become a hazardous venture, whereas violence
does manifest itself with impunity on housing

black people and for distributing racist literature.

but that we should destroy fascism at its
racist roots and not merely react to it.
What recent demonstrations in

The murder of Rolan Adams (a 15-year old
African-Caribbean youth stabbed to death on

Southwark, Thamesmead and Tower
Hamlets certainly managed to achieve

the 22 February 1991 by a racist gang on the
Thamesmead estate, South London) has been
linked by many to the fact that the BNP
headquarters are based in nearby Bexley.
Yet despite the terrible nature of this

was to alert the public to the type of

organisation and others like it, the majority of
racist attacks in Britain are not committed by
fascists. Most community based anti-racist
groups attribute less than 10°/o of the attacks

violent racism which the media seldom
exposes. But u n l e s s anti-fascist
mobilisations have the backing of
community organisations and are
followed by the setting up of local
committees run by local people, such
marches can amount to little but macho
flexing of left muscle.

they deal with each year to individuals linked to
fascist organisations (in the case of Newham
this is even less). It is unfortunate, though not
wholly surprising, therefore, that the left groups
and progressive forces in Britain who claim to
challenge racist violence should concentrate
their attentions exclusively on the BNP. In the
last year, there have been a number of
mobilisations across London aimed a t
challenging the BNP and other far-right groups.
In an article published by CARF (extracts of
which are reproduced below), the criticisms of
such an approach, shared by NMP, are clearly
set out.

Divorcing anti

Left versus community

presence in this area, these youths are

racism from
anti-fascism

Bradford

Denying the black
•

expenence

It is this type of commonplace,

to treat racial violence as though it were
a by-product, a sub-category, of fascism.

estates with relatively few, and isolated, black

Hence anti-fascist literature often
transmits a simplistic message: get rid

families, such as Canning Town, Bermondsey,
the Isle of Dogs (in London). Attacks also tend to

of the fascists and racial violence will
magically disappear too.

be against 'newcomers', particularly refugees,
and not against second and third generation
black families. And those who face such violence

Anti-fascism and old

are not so much in need of crusading evangelism
from passing politicos as of practical help to

orthodoxy

enable them to live safely in their homes.

Because in Britain it is principally the
white left parties and groups that

Secondly, the Left does not understand the
extent to which the police are indifferent to the
problems of such black families, treating them,

dominate the anti-fascist movement,

instead, as a nuisance if they complain and,
indeed, arresting them if they fight back. Talk to

they see the fight against racism as

black working-class youth in the UK and they will

subsidiary to the anti-fascist struggle

tell you that the burning issue for them is to get

and themselves as the historical
Most racist attacks, besides, are carried
out not so much by organised Nazi groups

repository of that struggle. Hence they
tend to set themselves up as the leaders

the police off their backs.For them the connection
between racial violence and racist policing is
even more palpable than that between racial

as by local racist gangs. For instance, in

in that fight, resurrecting old forms of

violence and fascism. They do not want the

Town,

organisation (invariably from the top

Newham, a racist gang has been clearly
implicated in a number of attacks
including an attempt at arson. This gang,

Left's patronage so much as its support for their

down) and spouting a rhetoric redolent

demand: 'Self-defence is no offence·.

of old victories and tired slogans. The
result is that black, everyday problems
get redefined by a white-dominated Left,

Discarding orthodoxy,

Bethell

Avenue,

Canning

though not fascist, is clearly determined
to keep the area white. The harassment
has got to the stage that some black
residents not only have secure letter

teaming. The anti-fascist movement, for

wedded to a kind of anti-fascist rote

recreating socialism

example, claims that, through its

The most significant thing about such anti-fascist
activity is that it is almost always reactive and

boxes but also have perspex screens

mobilisations, it is 'Reclaiming the

fixed to the outside of their windows to

Now more than ever there is the need to make

prevent damage from bricks thrown by

the connection between racism and fascism.

follows a pre-set formula. lt responds to a given

Streets' from the Nazis, and assigns to
itself the role of protector of the racially

situation and organises around a specific threat
- a fascist electoral candidate or a Nazi HQ, for
instance - and then mobilises its forces to meet

this gang. For example, M r A has
frequently been threatened with knives,
abused and on a number of occasions

Teachers who set up patrols to escort black

abused. This paternalism shades over

children safely to and from schools were the

into chauvinism (if not outright racism)

backbone of anti-fascist committees in the 1970s,

when the anti-fascist Left (ignoring over

that eventuality. Such 'floating' anti-fascism
neither speaks to the problems of the local

assaulted.ln November1991, an attempt

as were locally-based trades councils, some of

30 years of black struggle a n d

was made to set his house on fire by

which also took up cases of deportations and

organisation) claims the credit for putting

own behalf. Instead, it renders them mere venues

throwing lit fireworks through the letter
box. The harassment has caused the

police racism. Today, football supporters· groups,

the issue of racist violence on the political
agenda. But then the Left does not see

for disconnected actions, thus leaving them to

health of Mr A and his wife to deteriorate.

which link the issue of racist chanting inside the
ground to the fascist paper-sellers outside, are a

black working class struggle as part of a

face the fascist backlash once the anti-Nazi
marchers have come and gone.

Mr A, who was interviewed on radio
about his experiences, was in fact abused

refreshing development. Too often, though, the

British working-class history.This is most

Left's perception of the working-class has

This was summed up in 1978 by a member of

and stalked in the presence of the

in evidence when, in its literature and
slogans, it concentrates only on 'its'

hindered the development of anti-racist/anti

the Bengali Youth Association, an organisation

victories against fascism, like the Battle
of Cable Street, but does not recall

racial violence and harassment in Britain at the

interviewer. The gang congregated
outside his home and one youth made
clear threats by drawing his finger across

fascist perspectives. In seeing the working-class
for what it should be, .instead of.what.it is,._the Left .
tends to overlook working-class racism. And

time. Having just witnessed yet another left rally

his throat, indicating he would kill Mr A.

those black victories against racist

when it does acknowledge it, its challenge to

violence and fascist incursion- in Notting

such racism is often superficial and half-hearted.
Leaflets which take the 'myths versus facts'

communities nor helps them too rganise on their

set up to contest the most extreme and consistent

Hill (1958), Southall (1979 and 1981) or

Llscism and Anti-Fascism

(1975).

The BNP is a virulently racist and openly fascist
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approach come across as utopian tracts, a slightly

not exist within the umbrella of one

more radical version ofthe multi-cultural approach

political group or the other, their

of the race-relations industry. For the latter,

accomplish ments and their struggle is

racism arises because people don't understand
each other's cultures; for the former, because
the working class has a false consciousness.

never recognised.
The second issue raised is the
simplistic and wrong equation of racist

Racism and Fascism

And when left propaganda has a message for

violence with fascist attacks. This is
simply not the case. At present, because

Formanyof the reasons outlined above,
NMP welcomed the re-launch of CARF

of the political demands and nature of

as an independent magazine in February

the BNP, the primary focus for their
attacks are black people and black

1 99 1 . This organ had been in existence
for thirteen years (for most of this time

communities. However, as the article

a s a supplement to

outlines, doing away with the BNP will
Clearly these are not arguments

magazine) yet decided to publish
independently following a number of
political disputes with Searchlight. Since

On the 22 February 1991 , Rolan Adams was
murdered by a racist gang in Thamesmead,

intended at preventing anti-fascist work,

CARF went its own way, the magazine

Greenwich. This murder occurred only days

indeed quite the opposite. We accept

and the movement have gone from

after Bexley and Greenwich Campaign against

that fascists must be fought politically,

strength to strength, finding a ready

Fascism lobbied the council chambers to protest

ideologically and physically, but there
doing this based on current realities.

audience amongst black communities
and activists, as well as amongst the
wider anti-racist movement.

against the increase in BNP activity in the area
following the setting up of the BNP's bookshop/
headquarters at 1 54 Upper Wickham Lane,

ironically, the plethora of groups

CARF attempts to provide analysis

launched in 1991 (and some launched
even earlier) to oppose the fascist
menace still cling to old ideas and

on a range of issues central to the anti

the black working-class, it is equally paternalistic
- as though it is the white-dominated Left which
has all the answers to black oppression. Utopian
slogans like 'Black and White Unite and Fight'
(which begs the question: on whose terms?) fail
to tell us how to achieve that unity.
The lesson from the last thirteen years is
•
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surely that working-class unity is not going to
spring up ready-made from Tory cuts; unity
needs to be worked at. And experience shows
that racism can be best challenged by working
within the working class, on a long-term basis,
over issues of housing, education, employment,
low pay, policing, football. It is around these
issues that, in some areas at least, black and
white unity has become a reality. But if we are to
enlarge and extend that unity, we must discard
old orthodoxies and see anti-fascism not as a
dogma or anti-racism as a cause but as being
part of a creative socialist process.

not eradicate racial violence.

must also be an effective strategy for

slogans, whilst insisting on 'leading' the
anti-fascist struggle.

This article clearly highlights long-standing

alliances on as broad a basis as possible.

criticisms within black communities of anti-fascist
strategies that are currently in political fashion.

However, this does not mean that we
will abandon our perspectives on the

Unfortunately, anti-fascist forces have not

relationship between anti-fascism and

responded constructively to such criticism,

black struggle. At the moment, there

dismissing it as, too difficult, too long term and
even worse as an example of black nationalist

seems to be three competing tendencies
within the anti-fascist movement, all of

rhetoric.

which deny the centrality of the black

Britain. These subjects range from racist
violence to organised fascism, policing

grassroots experiences.

is, however, more than simply a
magazine. It is in the process of
developing

a

national

network,

espousing race and class politics, as
well as providing a link between
grassroots campaigning organisations
across the country. As CAR F themselves
outlined in an editorial in its first issue,
they are seeking to 'develop a more
vigorous and responsive anti-racist
forum to co-ordinate and service the
various anti-racist initiatives that are

a qualification that many anti-fascist forces
hopelessly fail to achieve. It was with this view
that NMP attended a number of mobilisations
over the past year, and below, in the spirit of
constructive criticism, we outline some
observations of these events.

Greenwich
�

Welling.
On 27 April 1 991, the Rolan Adams Family
Campaign, led by Rolan's parents, organised a
demonstration which was attended by the Rev AI
Sharpton and hundreds of local black youth. The
demonstration was a great success. Within a
few months, however, the BNP organised its
own protest in the area, planning to go through
the Thames mead Estate itse If. On this occasion,
although there was significantly less local
participation, large numbers of anti-fascists
mobilised. The main body of the march went to
the spot where Rolan was killed, as there were
rumours that the BNP was planning to desecrate
the spot. A fairly sizeable anti-fascist contingent,
including NMP supporters, managed to cause
sufficient disruption to the BNP march.. that the
police eventually turned it back.

movement's relationship to black communities
a n d black struggle. M o s t anti-fascist

taking place up and down the country'.

Rolan Adams and sentenced to life imprisonment.

organisations fail to grasp the essential fact that

vanguard activities of its own members,

has consistently placed the struggles of

anti-fascist work that does not involve the local

it makes no attempt to contact local

attempted to portray the fight as a 'territorial'

black community at the heart of its campaigning,

black communities, except through one

black communities across the country
at the centre of its remit. lt has frequently

a n d not as

afterthought, will inevitably be irrelevant or

off petitions of housing estates. Another
section, engrossed in what they consider

counter-productive. Moreover, such rnobilisations

to be a war against the fascists, use

will also be paternalistic, with white anti-fascists
posing as crusaders against injustice and

small, intensely paranoid and almost
paramilitary tactics in concentrating on

challengers of the fascists on behalf of a passive
and cowed black community. This chauvinism is

physical confrontation with small bands

also reflected in the refusal of such forces to

those organisations that have adopted

accept that black communities have fought
fascists and racists since their arrival in Britain,

so·m e of the slogans and language of
black community struggle but, in practical

and will continue to do so long after many of the

terms, have revealed little or no respect

individuals and groups that make up the anti

for community organisation; these

fascist movement have disappeared. For

groups too often seek to replace genuine

instance, Bengali youth in Tower Hamlets,

grassroots

some ideologically correct

frequently the target for BNP attacks, have fought
countless battles against the BNP but as they do

Fascism and Anti-Fascism

racist and anti-fascist movement in

confronting the common enemy - fascists. This is

One section of the Left's forces is
wedded to the idea of building a national
movement from above. Based on the

issues. The first relates to the white anti-fascist

'

Searchlight

to popular racism and racist laws. CARF

Naturally, when it comes to opposing
the fascists, NMP will continue to make

In fact, the article raises two fundamental

Campaign Against

but across the country. This support has been
based on a policy of unity in action ·when

56

of individual fascists. Finally, there are

activity

with

paper
organisations e n g a g e d in media
campaigns.

In all its subsequent issues, CARF

exposed legislation and policing
practises that attack those communities.
We look forward to the continued

In

October

1 991,

1 9 -year-old

Mark

Thornborrow was found guilty of the murder of
In this case, even though the prosecution
dispute between two gangs, the judge dismissed
this, stating that there were clear 'racial overtones'
to the killing. All the others charged with murder

development of the CARF network and
the magazine as the only truly non

and violent disorder, however, were acquitted.

sectarian journal serving the anti-racist

another march took place which was attended
by about 3000 marchers. Attempts to get the
police and the local authority to close down the

and anti-fascist movement.

NMP and Anti

On the first anniversary of Rolan's death,

BNP bookshop continue.

Fascism

Bermondsey

Despite the many criticisms of the

On the 24 August 1991 , in response to a call by

present movement outlined above, for

the Southwark Black Communities Consortium

the past twelve years, NMP has attended
anti-fascist initiatives not just in Newham

Southwark, South London to protest at the high

(SBCC), NMP attended a demonstration in

Fascis1n and Anti-Fascism
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In 1991, NMP, in conjunction with local West

Meanwhile, in Austria, the Freiheitliche

Ham fans, decided to challenge this menace.

Parti Osterreichs (FPO), or Freedom

The fans, with help from NMP, initially monitored
the sale of fascist literature at the matches and
then pressurised the club to include a statement

Party, has established itseH as the
second largest party in the Vienna city
government, gaining 23°/o of the vote.
The FPO, led by the openly fascist Jorge

Football club
is urged to
fight racists
•

CONTROVERSIAL race hate watchdog group
Newham Monitoring Project (NMP) is calling on
West Ham United to combat alleged racist and
fascist activity outside the club's ground.
N l'>A:P says that mem�rs of a right wing
.
orgarusat10n were seen selhng newspapers outside
the ground on four occasions at the tail end of last
season.

against racism in its next match programme.
Following this intervention, and with the help of
the fans themselves, we were able to ensure that
despite very little support from the club itself the
statement was included, and that there were no
further recorded sales of BNP and NF papers at
West Ham. The letter we sent to West Ham
Football Club demanding action was also unique
in that many local groups and councillors signed
it. The club were initially reluctant to take any
action but in the end our persistance paid off.
West Ham United pleged to withdraw season
tickets from supporters found guilty of racist
behaviour at home matches.

Haider, conducted an alarmist campaign
around the slogan 'Vienna for the
Viennese' and warned that the Austrian
capital could soon be overrun by
immigrants.
Italy has also seen gains for its fascist
parties. The Italian fascist party MSI had
four members elected to parliament,

herded. Despite government denials that

NF, so the French, German and other European

these 'camps' are not prisons, anyone

governments have introduced new immigration

attempting to leave will be automatically

legislation and vowed to 'get tough on illegals'.
In Britain's case, no prompting was required

deported. In a country where according
to the Suddeutsche Zeitung newspaper,
racist attacks occur at an average of 78
per day, and where every state has had
atta cks o n refugee hostels, the
government's behaviour is nothing short
of criminal. Indeed the problem has got

for the government to introduce the Asylum Bill
(see outreach chapter). Yet France saw a
supposedly Socialist government introduce its
much heralded programme of action aimed at
targeting immigrants. This programme included
cutting family benefits to unauthorised workers,

so bad that recently a British court
accepted a plea for political asylum from

seekers from working while their claims were

a man escaping Germany due to racist

processed. They also extended their voluntary

violence.

repatriation programme. All these measures were

stricter document checks and preventing asylum

designed to attract FN voters, though in reality it

including Mussolini's grand-daughter.
The Lombardy League, a fascist party

is Le Pen who will gain, for not only is his virulent
opposition to immigrants (particularly Arabs) in

from the north of Italy, also has MPs in
parliament and are making frightening

France paying dividends, but also the position of
those already resident there is further

advances. In Brecia, they received 24°/o
of the vote in local elections, toppling

undermined.

the Christian Democrats who have ruled
since World War II.

shifting the debate away from large fascist votes

All the governments of Europe are guilty of
and racism t o the so-called problem of
immigration thus giving more credibility to the

Denmark has seen a terror wave
sweep the country with bombs being

fascists. This

planted by extreme right wing groups. In
one

bombing , a l e a d i n g

reached such heights that in September, Giscard

Danish

D'Estaing, the former French president called

International Socialist Party memberwas
killed.
France and

the

pandering to the fascists has

the immigration of Third World people to France
an 'invasion' and demanded that nationality be

newly unified

Germany, however, give greatest cause

secured through 'rights of blood'.

for concern. The catalogue of attacks in
Germany during September and

the European Commission which now argues in

This anti-immigrant hysteria has even reached
terms of 'stemming the flood of immigrants'

October 1991 indicates the scale of the
problem. Particularfy disturbing were the
attacks

on

a

refugee

entering Europe - this, despite the fact that the
EC now takes less than 5°/o of the total world

hostel in

refugee population.

Hoyerswerda where refugees were
beaten a n d attacked. Numerous

Burn the race card

attempts were made to storm and
firebomb the hostel and there were

European Fascism

refugee to comment that he would rather

The past year saw an incredible increase in
fascist activity across continental Europe. At
present there are 21 fascist Euro-MPs in the

go back to Iran and face detention than
continue living in Germany under those
c o n d i t i o n s . Eventually the state
governm ent, having shown no

European Parliament. Almost every EC country

commitment to defend or protect them,

now has a sizeable fascist party and, particular1y

evacuated the refugees.

in France and Germany, these groups appear to

In 1 990, the Republikaner Party, led

be gaining rapidly. This situation is clearly of

byHerrSchonhuber, a former SS officer,

great concern to anti-fascists in Britain and every
new development is watched with increasing

won six seats as the largest section of a

horror.

ruling Christian Democratic Union has

combined fascist vote of 2,655,000. The

In Belgium, the November 1991 elections in

refused to condemn the fascists' actions

Antwerp (scheduled to be the European city of
culture in 1993), saw the Vlaams Blok fascist
party gain 75,223 votes (25.3°/o) , making them

or provide adequate protection for the
victims. Instead they have fanned the
flames by blaming 'bogus asylum

the largest single party in Antwerp. One otthe 1 2

seekers' for Germany's problems. The
government has set up special 'camps'

Vlaams Blok MPs in the Belgian parliament has
a conviction for assaulting a 15-year-old
Moroccan youth with a baseball bat.

Fascism and Anti-Fascism

serious assaults on anti-fascists trying
to defend it. The attacks led one Iranian
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in

which

refugees

awaiting

the

processing of their applications will be

In France, MRAP reports over 200
racist murders of Arabs and North

In November 1991 , following an appeal by the
Gennan anti-fascist and anti-racist group ARI
(Anti-Racist Initiative) and the women's group
NOZIZWE (a multicultural womens group), NMP

Africans in the past ten years, only a few

and CARF organised a picket of the German

of which were carried out by fascists { 40
were carried out by police officers). The
success of the French National Front
(FN) has, however, created a climate in

(in German Kristallnacht means 'night of the
breaking glass'). Kristallnacht occured over the

which racist murders and racist violence
have become acceptable. In the 1989
European elections, the FN, with its
history of racism and anti-Semitism, held
10 parliamentary seats and won over 2
million vote�.
The response of the governments in
many European countries t o this
increase in fascist electoral success has
been to move to the right. As the Tories
moved rightwards in 1979 in order to
negate the electoral successes of the

Embassy on the 53rd anniversary of Kristallnacht

9-10 November 1938 when Nazi stormtroopers
in Germany and Austria mounted a concerted
attack on Jewish synagogues and property. There
were many deaths and injuries, with many
Gennan and Austrian Jews fleeing.

53 years after that fateful night, German fascists
are once again engaged in pogroms, but this
time against black communities and other ethnic
minorities and refugee groups. On 3 October
1991, AR I and NOZIZWE called a demonstration
in Berlin to protest at these pogroms. 20,000
people attended including several thousand from
the Turkishcommunity. lt was, however, violently

Fascism and Anti-Fascism
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broken up by the police who then occupied the

Over 2000 people were mobilised to

The racist stereotypes generated in the media

city's Turkish quarter where running battles were

picket the hotel. As Le Pen began his
speech inside the hotel to a half e!lll ty

result in near hysteria over issues such as

fought through the night between police and
community. It was with this climate in mind, that

dinning room (many guests having been
discouraged from attending due to the

the picket was called, to express support and

picket), the police, again in vast numbers,

solidarity with the black communities and anti

decided to attack the picket. Using their

fascists in Germany.

boots and fists, they drove the protesters

Turkish youth who organised to defend their

•

Support for the picket came from many different

away from the entrance to the hotel,

sources including black, Jewish and anti-fascist
organisations, as well as progressive and left

pushing them into the Strand. In the
fighting that ensued, a number of NMP

wing groups. The picket was attended by over

workers, present as legal observers,

200 people who gathered at 4pm outside the
German Embassy. There was a torchlit vigil and
a large 'postcard' with the names of individuals
who supported the initiative, including media
personalities and politicians, appearing beside a
statement abhorring the fascist and racist attacks
as well as demanding action from Chancellor

were injured by officers choking, kicking
and punching them. A total of 11
demonstrators were arrested, some on

'muggers', 'steamers', 'yardies', 'possies',
'muslim fundamentalists', and, by late 1991,
'bogus asylum-seekers'. During the 'phoney'
election campaign of 1991/92, all mainstream

Racism and
the Media

South East News and
Network South East and we also ap
peared on Heart of The Matter, Midnight
Special, Free For All and Right To Reply,
regarding the issue of the racist back
lash in the wake of the Gulf War.

political parties were guilty of playing the race

Furthermore, NMPcontributedto a Public

card by focusing on the threat posed by these

Eye programme on the criminal justice
system and Black Bag programmes on

'bogus refugees'. For example, on 3rd October

1991 the Daily Mail led on a story which claimed
NMP has conslstantly crltl·
clsed the media for not only
mirroring the racism of so
ciety but actively encoura
ging lt. This Is done In a

eral times on

that 'Britain is besieged by bogus asylum seek
ers' whilst the Sun reminded us of the colour

various issues affecting the black com
munity.
One area where we have expanded

question when stating 'figures obtained by the

our work with the media is in the field of

Sun show that two-thirds of our immigrants

radio programmes which are often live

come from Africa or Asia'.

and therefore free from misrepresenta

serious charges, and many protesters

tion. The radio stations we have appeared

suffered minor injuries. Scenes of the
picket and the police attempts to smash

on include BBC
Radio 4 Today

it were relayed to France, where, as
later reported, the size of the protest

Radio 1 Newsbeat, BBC
programme, BBC Com
munity Radio, Capital Radio, GLR, LBC,
Choice FM, Sunrise Radio, Asian Com
munity Radio and Starsound Radio as

-

greatly encouraged French anti-fascists.
This protest was an excellent example

well as radio stations in Australia and the
United States. Most recently we took
part in an in-depth Radio 1 feature on

of unity in action amongst all sections of
the anti-fascist movement.

racial harassment which involved us vis
•

-

-

__.., ....
�
.. .......

I WOKE U
AND FOUND A
DOZEN ASIANS
HAD M
. OVED IN!

iting various families in south Newham

.

-- - ..
-

.

and allowing them to relate directly their
own bitter experiences of racism. This
programme will soon be broadcast and

-

-----

will be backed up by a Radio

1 racial

harassment hotline staffed by volunteers
trained by NMP.

Kohl. Though the ambassador refused to me·et a
delegation from the protest, wreaths were placed
beside the embassy in memory of those killed
and injured by the fascists in Germany.

Stop Le Pen
In 1991, Le Pen (leader of the FN in France who
refered to the gas chambers used against Jews
in World War II as a 'detail of history') visited
Britain on two occasions.
Le Pen's first visit was in the early summer. He
was scheduled to address a meeting of fascist
Euro-MPs (they hold meetings in a different EC
capital every two months), but a number of Tory
party supporters were also present. Le Pen was
greeted by a picket of 50-70 people, organised

One cannot be surprised by the tabloid press's

In terms of the print media, we have

obsession with these 'cheating immigrants' but

featured in articles in the

it must be emphasised that such crude and

the

outright racism is ultimately legitimised by the
'respectable racism' of the so-called quality

on the Sahitharan campaign and the
Deane campaign respectively, and also

press such as the

the

Times who, with no evidence

what-so-ever, warned that 'London will be
swamped by refugees in five years. • With the re
introduction of the Asylum Bill after the general
election we can expect far more of this type of
media racism throughout 1992.

Observer and

Guardian, which published stories

Sunday People, whom we assisted

in an article on racist violence. Our local
press coverage has included various
articles in the Stratford Express, New
ham News and the YellowAdvertiser as
well as in the widely-distributed Forest
Gate and Manor Park

Community News.

As one would expect, we have received
extensive coverage in the black press,

NMP and the Media

principally the

Despite NMP's criticisms of all sections of the

Caribbean Times, the
Asian Times, Eastern Eye, the Voice, the
Weekly Journal, and the Tamil Times.

media, we continue to cooperate with journal

Internationally we featured in articles in

ists for the simple reason that we have a duty to

The New York Times, The Sydney Her
ald and in various newspapers in Sri·

ensure that the problems faced by the black
highlighted. Thus, NMP remains a first point of

Lanka which covered the murder of Mr
Sahitharan. Over the past year we have

reference for those journalists who want to
focus on the day-to-day reality of racism rather

noted that we have received increased
coverage in all the left press ranging

than give the views and empty rhetoric of so

from Socialistand

He was due to give an after-dinner address to

called 'race experts'.
During 1991 -92 NMP was involved in televi

supporters of Western Goals, a far-right pressure
group with many members in the Tory party.

sion programmes for BBC, lTV and Channel 4.
Our cases and campaigns were featured sev-

We have also ap
peared in journals that do not usually
cover issues of racism ranging from

with two or three days notice, chanting their
protest at the meeting. This picket drew an
exceptionally large police presence and security
around Le Pen was intensified.
In December, Le Pen returned again, and was
traced to the Charing Cross hotel by anti-fascists.

rascism and Anti-I:ascism

number ofways: for Instance,
by lg norlng or writing about
black people In a patronising
way, ridiculing anti-racist
struggles, by constantly
portraying black people as
violent criminals, Illegal Im
migrants, or parasites. Even
when Inequality Is consid
ered by the mass media, It Is
treated In a sensationalist
manner, racism briefly be
comes 'news' and then just
as suddenly returns to rela
tive obscurity. These are
Issues that are very difficult
to take up with the media,
parlcularly when, those with
Influence such as Lord
Macgregor, head of the Press
Complaints Council, openly
states that 'there are plenty
of acceptable uses of the
word 'Pakl' .... (In some ar
eas) this Is the language that
everyboby uses.'
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community and issues of racism in general are

Tribuneto Militantand

Socialist Worker.

Newsweek to ID Magazine.

Racism and the Media
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Finally, it is interesting to note that particularly

Criminal Justice Under

diverse coverage in the press resulted from the

Review?

release of NMP's1991 seasons greetings card,
a parody of a police ethnic minority recruitment
poster. The point of the card's illustration was to
show that police anti-racist initiatives tend to be
nothing more than public relations exercises.
According to a lengthy article in the the Newham
Recorder (26.12.91) the cards 'infuriated the
police'. Below we reprint the piece from the

London Evening Standard (17. 12.91) that origi
nally started the whole controversy:
EVENING STANDARD

•

•

The Scotland Yard poster that has been lifted for use as a Christmas card
AN EAST END police "monitoring group"
has upset Scotland Yard by lifting a recruit
ment poster and using it as a Christmas
"ard.
The poster, used in colour supplement ads
don the Underground, shows a Donald
£ullin photograph of a white policeman
arently chasing a black man. The Yard

by Ken Hyder
poster asks: "Another example of police
prejudice or an example of yours?
"Do you see a policeman chasing a crimi
naL or a policeman harassing an innocent
person?" The punchline is: "Wrong both

times. It's two police offic
ers, one in plain clothes,
chasing a third party."
But the Christmas card
sent out by the Newham
Monitoring Project simply
carries the caption: "Please!
Please! Join the police force!!
"Metropolitan police re
cruitment campaign".
The Yard poster has been
running since spring last
year and is part of a series
based on issues like drugs,
homelessness and domestic
violence. Mr McCullin took
all the pictures.
Julian Bradley, head of
marketing and publicity at
Scotland Yard, said: "They
have- used this picture and
taken it out of context - a
context in which we are try
ing to address the issues of
racism in the community
and in the service.
"Gestures like this do
nothing to help anybody."
But Barry Mussenden,
spokesman for the Newham
group, which campaigns on
behalf of black people, say
they are victimised by the
police.
He said: "It's a parody of
their ad. It's a subtle, jokey
dig at them.
"We view their race initia
tives as public relations
exercises.
"We don't believe that
statements from the top
translate themselves to the
actions of police on the beat.
"And you only have to
look at the numbers of black
officers leaving the police to
know that there's something
the
inside
wrong
organisation.
"Every day people come to
us complaining of police
racially·motivated harass
ment."

north of Ireland), introduce identity cards
(as in South Africa), arm the police with

British
Justice 
No
Justice
In 1991-92, a deepening crisis
of pu�llc confidence In the
British pollee and judiciary
has shaken the very
foundations of the flawed
criminal j u stice system .
Below we examine some of
the key Issues that have
In
arisen
order
to
demonstrate that British
justice is, to put It bluntly, no
justice at all.

Following the release of the Birmingham Six in
March 1 991 , the then Home Secretary Kenneth
Baker announced a Royal Commission on
Criminal Justice to •examine the effectiveness
of the criminal justice system in England and
Wales in securing the conviction of those guilty
of criminal offences and the acquittal of those
who are innocent, having regard to the efficient
use of resources'.
Chaired by Viscount

Runciman,

the

Commission is presently taking written
submissions from interested parties and is
expected to report its recommendations in 1993.
Amongst its eleven members are a Police
Commandant, a retired Lord Justice of Appeal,
a former high ranking civil servant, and others of
similar ilk. Indeed, the only black representative
is Usha Prashar, a former Director of the
Runnymede Trust.
We expect little of substance or value from

Racism and the Media
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have.
Alan Eastwood, the Chairman of the
Police Federation justified police calls
for a Riot Act as follows:

'There is a section of the community
which is only too willing to riot, loot and
cause injury to others and take advantage
of any opportunities to attack police
officers... Once such a power has been
activated then there can be no excuse
for anyone who disobeys the law, nor
can there be any talk of police pro vocation
or over-reaction.'
Clearly, an even more powerful and
unaccountable police force must be
fought tooth and nail.

this Commission other than a few tame
recommendations which fail to address any of
the pressing questions facing us. Indeed, we
should not discount the possibility of more
draconian and repressive legislation being

The Tottenham Three:
Free at Last

suggested - it is worth remembering that it was
the last Royal Commission that paved the way
forthe Police and Criminal Evidence Act (PACE)
which has substantially increased police powers.
Whilst having no faith in the Commission, it is
imperative that we continue to raise civil liberties
.issues, place them on the political agenda and
campaign for them to be addressed. Practical
measures that should be adopted by the
Commission include:

On 19 March 1987, Winston Silcott, Mark
Braithwaite and Engin Raghip were
framed for the murder of PC Blakelock
and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Blakelock had been killed during the 1 985
Broadwater

Farm

uprising.

unprecedented r a c i s t lynch

An
mob

instigated by politicians and the media
followed which gave the police a carte
blanche to terrorise the local community.

•

}(v5(Jpe 1-'E� ON 7JIEIJI�
�HERE.SMG/E
TP.'r1NG TO IU?.GAIN THE.
C.CWRbE.Nce. OF THE.
..
C� "'VfTY?

•

•

•

•

•

The system had its revenge and
convicted three innocent men.
On 25 November 1 991, Winston Silcott

an end to convictions based
solely on uncorroborated
confessions.

was acquitted by the Court of Appeal of

the tape-recording of all police
interviews.

the murder of PC Blakelock. He had
been convicted purely on the basis of a

the establishment of an

fabricated •incriminating statement'. But

independent forensic service.
the reintroduction of defendant's

forensic tests had proved that the alleged
statement had been tampered with by

right of pre-emptory challenge of
jury members.

the police and critical passages added.
Three days later. Mark Braithwaite and

a new body to identify and deal

Engin Raghip were freed on bail, after

with miscarriages of justice.

the prosecution admitted it had no case

the formation of an independent
police complaints authority.

against them either. Their convictions

In addition, we must oppose a number of
proposals by the Police Federation to restrict

Evening Standard December 1991

American-style batons, and bring in a
Riot Act, giving the police even greater
public order powers that they already

the •right of silence' (already adopted in the

were officially quashed on 6 December
1991. The judiciary - for the first time apologised for its 1ailings·.
Credit for this historic victory lies with
the families and friends of the Tottenham
Three who tirelessly campaigneo for

British Justice- No Ju stice
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Prison polulatlon
September 1990

justice in the face of a racist system that

man were charged with the murder. Three of

was unwilling to allow any doubt to be

them, Yusef Abdullahi, Tony Paris and Steven

raised about the guilt of Winston, Mark

Miller, were found guilty in November 1 990 and

• 1 6o/o of all male
prisoners are black
• 26o/o of all women
prisoners are black

and Engin. We salute their courage.
But the campaign does not stop here.

sentenced to life imprisonment.
The men were convicted on the basis of a

Detective Chief Superintendent Melvin
who was in charge of the Blakelock

'confession' by Steven Miller which was extracted
by the police after six days in custody and

investigation has been charged with

sixteen interviews. Steven named seven men,

perjury and conspiracy to pervent the

including Yusef and Tony, as being at the scene

course of justice. He must be convicted

ofthe murder. However, he immediately retracted

and imprisoned. In addition, all the other
senior police officers and judges who
p l a y e d their part in framing the

the 'confession' following his release from
custody, claiming it was made under duress.

Tottenham Three must be brought to

black community, to the white area of Swansea.

justice.

It was proved in court that Miller was susceptible

Sentencing
• White males under
21 are given an
average of 9 months
• Black males under 21
are given an average
of 1 1 - 1 2 months
• White males over
21 are given an
average of 13 months
• African-Caribbean
males over 2 1 are
given an average
of 1 6.5 months
• Asian males over 2 1
are given an average
of 26 months

to pressure and suggestion, having an IQ of only

serving at least twenty years for another

75 and the mental age of 1 1 . Not a shred of
forensic evidence was presented against the
men, despite there being 1 45 sets of finger and
palm prints, semen, saliva, hair, and most
significantly, a very rare male blood sample,
most certainly belonging to the murderer, at the
scene of the crime. Yet the men were convicted.
The convictions are even more perverse in
light of the men's alibis:

other case.

The Smith conviction
In 1 984, Winston defended himself from
an unprovoked attack by Anthony Smith
and his gang members at a party in
Hackney. Smith was stabbed and died a

•

week later. Winston was charged with
murder and was on bail awaiting trial
when he was framed with the Blakelock
killing.

reports that black people
are 8 times more likely to

•

be imprisoned than their
white counterparts. In
addition, black defendants
are twice as likely to be
remanded as white
defendants.

advised him to change his story in the

refused Winston leave to appeal the
Smith conviction on the grounds that
even if Winston had acted in self-defence
and changed his story in court, this was
his own fault.

On 30 June 1989:
• 1 9°/o of all m a l e
p r i s o n e rs
remand
were black.
•2so/o of all women
remand prisoners
prisoners are black

Winston clearly did not get a fair trial
in the Smith case. As a result, the
Winston Silcott Defence Campaign has
been launched to demand that Winston
be given leave to appeal the Smith
conviction. It deserves all our support.

the murder.
Yusef Abdullahi had thirteen

February 1 988 in Cardiff led to the largest
and most expensive inquiry in South
Wales police history. As a result, five

British Justice - No Justice
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individual officers, usually juniors, who are to
blame for the present malaise, rather than the
institution itself. The solution lies not in structural
change, they claim, but in million pound
advertising campaigns to improve the image of
the police.
Below we give two examples of police racism
that give some indication of the levels of racism
in the police force. Unless this is recognised and
uprooted, the platitudes of senior officers will do
little to improve public confidence in the poliCe.

Rotten apples?

•

'When I entered the room, they started singing
the Naziparty anthem and giving the Nazi salute...
I was disgusted'.
No, this not an observation on a meeting of the
fascist British National Party but the comment of
PC Brown on the everyday anti-Semitism he
experienced from his fellow officers.
PC Brown, a Jewish officer of 13 years

away from the scene of the murder.
Steven Miller also had a witness
who stated that Miller was with him

experience, took the Metropolitan police to court
over attempts to prevent him from changing
shifts so he did not have to work on Saturday, the

that night.

Jewish Sabbath. The police, intent on preventing
PC Brown from airing his grievances in open
court, paid substantial damages in an out-of

The convictions of the Cardiff Three are yet
another example of the police and the judiciary
conspiring to ensure that black people are falsely
imprisoned. The conspiracy is so brazen that the
police admitted on BBC Crimewatch (March
1 988) that they were looking for a white man
seen escaping from the scene covered in blood.
This man was never eliminated from the inquiry.

mounted a concerted campaign in their defence.
Consequently, the Home Secretary was forced
to grant an appeal later this year. Whilst we look
forward to welcoming the release of these men
innocent black people are languishing in prisons
across the country, victims of police frame-ups,
who do not have campaigns supporting them?
As Billy Power of the Birmingham Six said:

.,

In addition, PC Brown also highlighted
the likelihood of reprisals, including the
possibility of being framed by his own
fellow officers if he continued to serve
as a police officer:

'It has been made clear to me that,
although I won my case, my career will
not progress... it has been suggested
that someone might try and plant drugs
on me'.

Rotten barrel?
Senior officers continue to counter
allegations of widespread racism by
maintaining that they remain committed
to implementing the 'anti-racist practices'
outlined by

Sir Peter lmbert, the

Metropolitan police Commissioner.
Such statements are exposed as a
mere public relations sham when we
examine the statements made by the

.

ship docked in Barry, eight miles

in next year's annual report, how many more
The murder of Lynette White on 1 4

BARREl

Coral Sea, a

families and the local black community have

Cry for Freedom

Today, the reputation of the police lies in tatters.
Yet senior officers continue to argue that it is

SALl

inde

The Cardiff Three are fortunate in that their

The Cardiff Three: a

""

Tony Paris had over thirty witnesses
who stated they saw him working at

was working on the

affidavit, he says that his solicitors

In 1 988, the infamous Lord Lane

no\.. lC£MAN8

pendent witnesses who stated he

acted in self-defence. But in a sworn

witness box. As a result, the jury saw
him as unreliable and found him guilty.

Police Racism Exposed

the Casablanca club before and after

Winston's true defence was that he
The Prison Reform Trust

SPOTTING THE
ONE BAD
APPLE IN
THE

The trial was moved from Cardiff, with its large

Sadly, Winston remains in prison,
murder conviction. We must campaign
to see that justice is also done in this

'In this country, if the police say you're guilty,
then you're guilty, especially if you are black or
Irish'.

court settlement.
Faced with allegations of anti-Semitism, the
response of senior officers was sadly familiar.
Firstly, they downplayed the seriousness,
categorising it as a problem of the racism of
individual officers. They then promised to rectify
the situation and as always praised the courage
of the complaining officer. But they failed to
challenge the widespread institutionalised racism
that is part and parcel of so-called 'canteen
culture'.
PC Brown, realising the reality of his situation
and the futility of expecting any change, decided
to resign rather than face an anti-Semitic
backlash. On asked for his reasons for resigning
he stated:

Chief Constable of Strathclyde, Leslie
Sharp. Speaking at a function at
Prestwick Cricket Club in Ayrshire, he
told a story about a mechanical umpire
- originally the robot was painted white,
but the glare hurt the players' eyes, so
they painted the robot black to reduce
the glare. To laughter, he continued,
that the robot started to smoke pot, mug
old ladies and rob shops.
In response to calls from the local
black community for his resignation,
Sharp commented, 'to say my remarks
were racist is a distortion of what was a
very happy event'.
Unfortunately, the local authority
played down Sharp's remarks and
refused to back calls for his resignation,
accepting his apology and his feeble
excuses. Indeed, it was left to the Police

Review (27 March 1 99 1 ) to make the
most incisive comment on the situation:

'Mr Sharp has shown how little impact
the principles of racial equalityhave had
on the service. From now on, unthinking
bigots, paid less, trained less, and
motivated much much less than a Chief
Constable, will be able, when accused
of racial stereotyping, to plead, "I had no
intention to offend anyone"'.
The fact that a senior officer like Leslie

'There are senior officers who do not like Jews
and I feel it's time to get out'.

Sharp is allowed to get away with such
crude racism is a clear indication of the

British Justice - No Justice
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health authority to ensure thatthe needs

of community care.

of the black community are met. From
there, the Black and Ethnic Minority
Community Care Forum grew to the
extent that it now has a membership of
around 50 black voluntary sector
representatives whose role it is to provide
a collective voice forthe black community
on care issues and to ensure that the
views of local black groups are taken
into account by those authorities and
acted upon.
Towards the end of the year, Newham

•

Asylum-.seekers under
attack
The Asylum Bill was without doubt one of the
most vicious and racist pieces of legislation that
any British government has attempted to intro
duce. Although it failed in its first attempt in
parliament, due to the guillotining of legislation in

Council's Social Services and Newham

the run up to the General Election, it remains on
the government agenda to be re-introduced in

Health Authority jointly funded an audit

the autumn session of par1iament. To under

of the independent sector to assess

stand the Bill, we need to examine its provisions

community care services currently

as well as the context within which it was pro
posed.

provided by non-statutory groups.
Taking into account such issues as cost
effectiveness, the idea was to determine
the required nature of future contracts

The race card

and as such, this study will have crucial
long-term implications for Newham as a
In previous reports, NMP has documented the

whole.
T h e Black and Ethnic Minority

growth of European racism and its increasing

Community Care Forum had serious

legitimisation by governments and institutions.

doubts about the consultants appointed

Whilst many welcomed 1992 and the creation of

by the Council to undertake the audit, in
particular their commitment to race and

a single European market, the black and refugee

equal opportunities and the extent of

communities have consistently attempted to raise
the issue of ' Fortress Europe', a Europe that was

their local knowledge in a borough where

closing its borders to all black people, immigrants,

over 40o/o of the population is black. The

refugees and migrants, in the name of a common
European policy on immigration. It is within this

Forum raised these concerns on
numerous occasions with Social
Services but were consistently ignored,

sweeping across Europe.
The Asylum Bill is legitimised by claims that

Community Care Forum then enlisted

Europe is facing a flood of 'bogus' asylum seek

the support of the Health Forum

ers. Whilst the tabloid media print racist scare
stories as they did in the late 1970s and ear1y

network of mainstream voluntary sector
care organisations - in organising a
boycott of the audit. By taking this stand
of non-cooperation, whilst at the same
time negotiating with the Health Authority
and Social Services, the Black and
Ethnic Minority Community Care Forum
succeeded in securing funding to appoint

Peter Griffiths, Conservative
candidate in Smethwick,
1 964

People are rather afraid that
this country might be
swamped by people with a
different culture'
I

Margaret T h atcher M P,
Conservative leader, 1 978

�we can't have the whole of
Asia and Africa coming to
live in London'
Peter Lloyd MP, Immigration
Minister, 1 991

the fascist parties have made massive electoral

Newham Council and Newham Health

gains by running on anti-immigrant platforms.

Authority will genuinely take on board
the views of the Forum to ensure that

Here in Britain, the Tory Party was prepared to
play the race card to win the General Election

black people are heard in this new age

just as it had done in previous elections.
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The proposed Bill would, claimed the then
Home Secretary Kenneth Baker, speed up the
removal of 'bogus' refugees who were abusing
The government also announced an increase in
prison detention places by 300 and the recruit
ment of 260 new immigration officers.

On the announcement of the Asylum
Bill, hundreds of organisations came
together in broad alliances such as the
Asylum Rights Campaign. In addition,
the Refugee Ad-Hoc Committee for
Asylum Rights was formed, comprising
refugee organisations supported by
black community groups. A parliamen

Its main points and Implications:

tary lobby was called to oppose the Bill

• removes right to independent legal repre
sentation
• removes right to legal aid
• removes right to bail for detained . asylum
seekers
• removes right of homeless asylum-seekers to
council housing
• removes right to appeal against refusal of
asylum
• introduces compulsory fingerprinting of all
asylum-seekers
• introduces fast-track system allowing only 48
hours to apply for leave to appeal
• limits category of people accepted as refugees
• doubles the fines for airlines carrying people
without 'valid' travel documents to £2000

and there were pickets outside the Home
Office and vigils in Trafalgar Square.
This activity culminated in a mass dem
onstration through London on 1 8
January 1 992, organised by NUS Lon
don Area in conjunction with refugee
organisations. A number of speakers
spoke about the Asylum Bill and its
implicatio ns, including NMP.

lum but will actually prevent them from fleeing

Newham Immigration

their countries in the first instance. It does this by

Action Committee

placing immigration officials at potential points of
departure as well as prosecuting airlines for

Never
mind t�ot .
where�
Your

.

NMP, togetherwith local refugee groups,

effect condemning refugees to persecution, tor

black organisations, Newham Rights
Centre and a number of community

ture and death.

activists, initiated Newham-based

carrying refugees without 'valid' papers. It is in

passport?

Outreach \Vork

•

Rules.

The Asylum Bill will not only prevent refugees
fleeing death from entering Britain to claim asy

All this has led to a massive increase in racist

framework. It remains to be seen whether

Rules and draft Asylum Appeals (Procedure)

Stop the Asylum Bill

sions pending).

role of the West in creating refugees by installing
and supporting dictatorships in the 'Third World'.

Germany, Belgium, Italy, Sweden and Austria,

The Asylum Bill was first announced on 1 No
vember 1 991 together with draft Immigration

that they affect all asylum-seekers with deci

achieve integration', rather than questioning the

the audit and a broad anti-racist

seekers.

(Note that these measures are retrospective in

'how many can we let in' and 'how best can we

black and ethnic minority perspective to

The Asylum Bill

asylum procedures to avoid immigration controls.

1980s, the so-called quality press legitimise the
numbers game. It has now become a question of

violence against black people throughout Eu
rope and the re-emergence of fascism. In France,

a consultant who they felt would bring a

11f you want a nigger neigh
bour, vote Labour'

context that we have to place the Asylum Bill legislation which draws from a new popular anti
immigrant and anti-refugee racism that is

calling into question its commitment to
race and equal opportunity issues.
The
Black and Ethnic Minority
- a

Different faces,
same message

search for so-called 'bogus' asylum

Asylum-seekers if they do manage to enter

activities around immigration and asylum

Britain will face untold denials of basic human
rights, such as the right to independent and free
legal representation. The Bill also legitimises the

issues. The aim was to create in the

criminalisation of refugees, through various

acting to emergency situations such as

measures, such as compulsory fingerprinting

deportations, and coordinating pro-ac

and, for the first time, the detention of people
who have not been charged or convicted of any

tive work around immigration/asylum

criminal offence. In addition, it reinforces the role
of the police as an arm of the immigration au

Newham Immigration Action Committee
(NIAC) an organisation capable of re

issues. In addition, NIAC intends to run
information campaigns. on immigration

thorities which will in essence legitimise police

issues and people's rights within the
local community. NIAC also attempts to

raids and arrests of all black people, in the

bring together organisations from within

Outreach Work
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the •settled' community and the •new'
refugee communities. In essence, we
are attempting to forge unity, through

people to attend the national demonstration
against the Asylum Bill that was to be held later
that week.
NIAC, realising the importance of forcing all
_
local institutions to oppose the Asylum Bill,

passports because ... they fear the conse
quences?
As a workforce committed to working with anti
racist policies we call on you to confirm that,
irrespective of the details of the legislation:

targetted the local authority. This was important
not only for symbolic reasons but because many
of the proposals in the Asylum Bill needed the
active co-operation of local authorities in imple

1 7 December 1991, NIAC

members packed the gallery of East Ham town
hall. A motion opposing the Asylum Bill and
calling on Newham Council to support an infor
mation campaign about the rights of refugees
•

and asylum-seekers was tabled by Cllr Goodman

The As)lum Bill wlll orrea •II black
�. ltJUel Alld Rdmun (ton\
Nn1flrln Monltori��& Plqjm:. o.e of lbo

'"*l" tt�'<'OI-.od • cr. C'oln•1eae«''I'au
can't ldl-11 n • td.,e br N colow
of "'1 W11.' Ue .a lhe D1ll p
crirntnahs:ifta uyllwm �CC:tcn: aMi
thtrtf<Wt t11 blteli:. 1'001*·
IXJIII!Il jJI)WtU 10 Qtry OUt 'h i'HIII.,II o.t
ruitb' and Ulkc fi•&t:r priniJ IJ a tttnd o'
ltY
u IJ
iliiCmtl eon1101 �� he be l

(also a member of NIAC) to the Full Council
meeting. The motion was successful and led to
the Council sent a letter to the Home Secretary

11'1Cl
t..,
ll'11

tl

J"'«PIIIl � lnc..uwa l�t r1Ck4
•ICikace .,. allo kaftd. ANeb •
rtf..,oc. f1111iiM if.' Ohr �

outlining their opposition. We reprint some ex
tracts below:

ASYLUM

1

BLLL

•

A S YLU M 1\ILLI
NEWHAM SAYS NO TO T HE

PUBLIC MEETING
BERNIE GRANT MP
ION
NEWHAM SOMALI ASSOCIAT
01'1
,\1'1
OCI
ASS
Rt:
TAMIL WELF,\
Mf n'Ef;
OlM
IGRA1101"-'CTION
NE\\..W.,
I IMM
REFUGt:t: FORUM

lllh JANUARY 1991
MONDAY 7.00P"'

TRINITY CENTRE
EAST AVENUE
Ell
F.ASTHAM

struggle, within the black community
around common issues, thus ensuring
that those wishing to divide the commu
nity into various hierarchies with the
refugee community at the bottom, are
unable to sow the seeds of division.

'

.

Letter by Steve Timms, Leader of the Council (24

1991 )

Newham says no to the

Although we managed to get the Council to
oppose the Asylum Bill, the campaign to force

Asylum Bill

the Council to refuse to implement the regulations

With the introductio n of the Asylum Bill,
it became apparent that the immediate
energies of NIAC had to be focused on
informing local people about the impli
cations ofthe Asylum Bill. A multi-lingual
leaflet was produced and distributed all
across Newham. Over 150 people at
tended a public meeting held on 13
January 1 992 addressed by repre
sentatives from refugee organisations
and NMP who spoke about the increase
in police powers and racist violence that
was taking place, against the back
g r o u n d of the racist murder of
Sahitharan. NIAC also mobilised local

Outreach \Vork

'This Council has experienced, at first hand, the
activities of the 'extreme Right' in attempting to
exploit irrational fears about refugee "swamping",
��avalanches", "tidal waves" and the like. We
have also witnessed where that rhetoric leads
and the misery induced by racially motivated and
abuse against young and old, men and women.
The Council shares many of the real concerns
expressed about racism and racial violence in
Europe...

December
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The Homeless Persons Unit will continue
its present practice of not contacting
the Home Office or /.N.D. under any
crcumstances.
i
Newham Council will not deny any
Asylum Seekers who are homeless and
in priority need the right to temporary or
permanent accommodation. '

Letters by HPU workers

continues. For, as demonstrated in a letter by
workers at the Homeless Persons Unit to local

across Germany since •unification' and
clear was the difficulty of organising in
what was formerly known as 'East Ger
many'. It was the links made at the
conference which led NMP, together
with CARF, to launch solidarity action
on the anniversary of Kristallnacht.

NMP.i n Ireland
NMP was invited to participate in a
delegation of black people to the north
of Ireland. The delegation was drawn

International anti
racism: a common agenda

'In Newham, we strongly believe that all those
who have a well founded fear of persecution
should be afforded sanctuary in any country
committed to civilised and humane standards.

lence. The conference enabled us to
hear of the growth of racist violence and
neo-Nazi groups that is taking place
strategies to counterthis. What became

menting provisions such as the housing
regulations. O n

24-hour hotline for victims of racist vio

As already stated, because of the growth of
European racism and fascism, NMP stresses
the importance of incorporating international
perspectives into the domestic agenda and
creating a European network of organisations to
co-ordinate anti-racist initiatives. Throughout
1 991, we have continued to work closely with
refugee and anti-racist organisations both here
in Britain and in Europe. The number of European
organisations visiting NMP, eager to learn from
the experiences of Newham's black communHy
and its mode of organisation, is growing.
In addition, as in previous years, we have
been invited to a number of forums as keynote
speakers to share our perspective on Europe.
This have included a public rally of the Standing
Conference on Racism in Europe, the Waltham
Forest conference on 1 992 and a conference
against immigration controls in Manchester. We
were also invited to speak at a meeting of
European refugee organisations in Portugal.

NMP speaks in Berlin

from all sections of the black community
and included trade unionists, community
activists, lawyers and academics. Its
brief was to meet Republican community
and human rights activists and exchange
information and ideas. The trip was
remarkable for all concerned not only
because we heard first hand of the
experiences of community struggle
waged in very difficult circumstances,
but also because of the similarities in
the experiences of black and Irish people
and the responses of our communities
to oppression, denial of civil liberties
and

police

criminalisation.

The

experience of Irish people with regards
to policing strategies needs to be con
tinually analysed, the necessary lessons
assessed. For, undoubtedly, what is
tested in Belfast today, will be used in
the black communities tomorrow.

A youth fightback in
Manchester
The anti-racist movement has to be able

Councillors, there are moves within the Council
to accept passports as a means of identification.

On 20 April 1 991, NMPwas invited by the Berlin

With the reintroduction of the Asylum Bill,

based Anti-Racist Initiative to participate in a

opposition to racist practices by Council staff in
the front-line needs to be fully supported and

conference about the growth of European-racism
and effective strategies to counter it. The Anti

the wider anti-racist struggle, this re

built upon. Below we reprint sections of the

Racist Initiative, a group active in anti-deportation

mains largely unfulfilled.

statements made by the workers:

campaigns since 1986, also wanted to use the

However, there have been some suc

opportunity of the conference to rally progres
sive forces in Berlin to form a new united

cesses in places such as Manchester.
Here there has been the development
of an Asian Action Group (AAG - which

'We do not believe that inspecting passports is at
all necessary to help speed up our investigation.
Is requestin g to see passports in some circum
stances completely innocuous? Given the likely
introduction of the Asylum Bill the answer has to
be No. And what if someone refuses to offer their

to address the demands of local youth.

grassroots initiative against racism and fascism.
The conference was attended by over 30 or

Although many people talk about
effective youth work, and integrating
youth into local community groups and

means fire in Urdu). The group, run by

ganisations including refugee speakers from

young people themselves, is attempting

Spain, Italy and France. NMP was able to con

to organise against the growing prob
lem of racism and police harassment in

tribute with practical assistance in initiating a local

Outreach Work
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speak at meetings and seminars from many

NMP has worked closely with AAG,

other colleges in the country. We have addressed

attempting to provide assistance when

NUS London, NUS National and black student

ever requested. Subsequently, we were

conferences on the work of NMP and its cam

invited to speak at one of AAG's meet
ings in Rochdale. Following t h is
successful meeting, AAG launched a

paigns. Again the support of NUS London has
been invaluable and has acted as a catalyst,

rights card, similar to that used by NMP

movement into genuine community campaigns.

directing much of the wider student anti-racist

•

Exhibitions

Resources

at the official launch of AAG attended by
over 1 50 people. Amongst the speakers
at the launch were NMP and Tony
Deane, both of whom welcomed the
•

official launch of AAG and looked forward
to working together in the future.

Working with
students
Throughout 1991-92, our links with lo
cal schools improved immensely. ln fact,
we now give talks to most schools on
issues of policing and racist violence in
the borough and our rights cards con
tinue to be in great demand.
A number of school pupils have also
sought to do 2-week work placements
with us, and this has led to increasing
numbers of local students using our
resources not only for their own school
work but for personal projects as well.

Throughout 1 991-92, organisations have come
to the Project to learn from our perspective on
anti-racist work. This has included social workers,
probation officers, housing workers and youth
workers, to name but a few. Our greater contact
with Local Housing Officers in Newham can only
be described as encouraging as they are the
front-line staff able to identify and challenge
racism within their own housing patch.
We have also continued to play our part in the
formulation of new strategies to deal with legal
remedies to racial and police harassment. We
have contributed to

(23 panels which illustrates the history of racism
in London's East End}
Conspiracy (12 panels which document
different campaigns and struggles of black
people in Britain}

NMP has a n u m ber of
which
resources
are
available to local communHy
groups
and
affiliated
members. A deposH may be
required on some Items, with
prices being negotiable
accord i n g to the users
financial posHion.

•

Video/Reading Library

A selection of videos, books, journals and reports
on issues related to racism, fascism, policing
and civil liberities. Telephone for details

BIBLIO GRAPHY
Below we list some suggestions for further
reading

Legal Action (Journal of the

Legal Action Group), Shelter's national housing
briefing, and have worked with Liberty on the
issue of miscarriages of justice.

•

Publications available from

Newham Monitoring Project

Groups who have visited the Project include
the World Council of Churches,

Evangelical

Christians for Social Justice, and Sheffield Refu
gee Forum. In addition, workers from across the
country, from Sheffield, Manchester, Notting

Annua1Reports (1 983, 1 984, 1 985,1986, 1987,
1 988, 1989, 1 990)
Accounts of the struggle against racist violence,
fascism and police harassment in Newham in
the context of trends and events nationally

We hope that in the coming year we can
produce a special video on racism aimed

and Coventry have visited us.

Newham: The Forging ofa Black Community

at schools as well as organise a series

in Nottingham on British justice, a conference on
fascism in Exeter, and a march against police

community in Newham based on interviews and

harassment in Liverpool. In addition, we have

original research (published jointly with the

spoken to trade union branches, Labour Party
wards, anti-apartheid meetings and a meeting of

Campaign Against Racism and Fascism}

Our work within the student move
ment, detailed in the 1990 Annual

Events we have addressed include a meeting

(1991)
History of the struggles of the post-war black

don, not only around campaigns but

the Association of London Authorities - Race

The Dividing Line (1986)
Brief history booklet on racism in East London

Equality Committee. We also helped organise

and NMP's work to accompany a film that NMP

also with the day-to-day work of the

the •Free the Tottenham Three' march.

made with BBC Open Space

Locally, NMP has provided assistance to
community events such the Newham Asian Mela
and the Africabana celebration. Following the

Racism and Racist Violence In Schools:

Report, has continued with improved
links with the Polytechnic of East Lon

Project. We welcome the formation of a
student anti-racist group at the Poly
technic which we hope will lead to
increased involvement of students in
local campaigns.
Important links have also been es
tablished with the local Community
College. NMP has provided information

success of our ant i-racist festival in 1990 and our
evening of cultural resistance in 1991 , we try to

proposes a new positive anti-racism that

into these events.
We have also prioritised developing links with

Information Pack

new groups such as the Somali Community

many groups of students about our work.
Other local colleges where NMP has

Association and the Newham Chinese Asso
ciation. We have, for instance, carried out

links include those in Redbridge, Bark

educational work with Chinese youth on issues

ing and Tower Hamlets. We look forward
to developing a stronger relationship

of policing and racist attacks and have provided
stalls at Somali events. As refugees and other

with all these institutions in the coming

vulnerable groups are, to a large extent, the new

year.

targets for racial harassment, we have had to

76

Critique of tokenistic multi-culturalism which
improves education for all children

stalls for college events and spoken to

NM P has also received invitations to

Towards Establishing Effective Anti-Racist
Policies and Practice In Newham (1990)

inject our vision of positive cultural anti-racism

Newham Communities of Resistance

(1990)

Series of papers on the implications of 1 992 on
black and refugee communities in Newham and
elsewhere in Europe.

•

Quarterly journal of black and Third World

Subscription is £12 ( individuals) and £16
(organisations) per year
•PolicingAgainst Black People (1987)
•Deadly Silence: Black Deaths In
Custody (1991)

•

Other publications

·Campaign Against Racism and
Fascism (CARF)
Bi-monthly magazine

covering key

issues in the a n t i - racist struggle.
Subsciption is £7.50 (individuals) and

ham, Glasgow, Leeds, Brighton, Birmingham

of open days for young people.

Outreach \Nork

Local and national links

Race and Class
liberation.

The History of Racism In the East End

and funded through NMP's student
contacts. These cards were distributed

Newham Monitoring Project

Publications available from

the Institute of Race Relations

£12 (organisations) per year
·Duncan Forbes, Action on Racial
Harassment: Legal Remedies and
Local Authorities (Legal Action Group
and London Housing Unit, 1 988}
·Peter Fryer, Staying Power: the
History of Black People In Britain
(Pluto Press, 1 984}
·Paul Gordon and Francesca King,
New Right, New Racism (Searchlight,
1 986)
•Paul Gordon, White Law: Racism In
the Pollee, Courts and Prisons (Pluto
Press 1983)
•A Slvanandan, A Different Hunger:
Writings on Black Resistance (Pluto
Press, 1 982}
·A Slvanandan, Communities of
Resistance: Writings on Black
Struggles for Socialism (Verso,1990}
·The Arrlvants: A Pictorial Essay on
Blacks In Britain
(Race Today Collective, 1 987}
·The BroadwaterFarm Inquiry: Report
of the Independent Inquiry Into
Disturbances of October 1985 at the
Broadwater Farm Estate, Tottenham
(Karia Press, 1 986}
·Loosen the Shackles: First Report of
the Liverpool B Inquiry Into the Race
Relations In Liverpool (Karia Press,
1 989}
·The Migrant and Refugee manifesto
(Refugee Forum and Migrant Rights
Action Network, 1 989)
·MurderIn the Playground: The Report
of the MacdonaldInquiryonto Racism
and Racial Violence In Manchester
Schools (Longsight Press, 1 989}
·Policing In Hackney 1945-84: Report
Commissioned by the Roach Family
Support Commlttee(Ka riaPress, 1 987)

ensure that they are aware of all our services.

·

Resources
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Income

1991
£
1 08,264
1 4,917

Grant Funding
Other Income

1 23,181

Financial
Statement
Income and Expenditure
Account for Period ended 31
March 1991
•

1 990
£
96,682
6,873
1 03,555

Expenditure

Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance
Telephone
Staionery,Postage and Office Mat's
Printing, Publicity and Reports
Literature and Subscriptions
Audit and Accountancy
Legal Fees
Courses and Conferences
Travel and Subsistence Expenses
Volunteers' Expenses
Bank Charges and other expenses
Equipment Purchased
Recruitment Advertising
Festival Expenditure
1Oth Anniversary Expenses
Book Expenses
Petty Cash Expenditure
Sundries
Corporation Tax re 1987 and 1 988

63,045
2,151
6,585
1 ,620
5,890
6,433
6,477
693
1 ,845
92
583
5 , 1 05
1 ,877
327
1 1 ,01 1
110
4,804
2,438
43
628
108
50
1 2 1 ,9 1 5

58,392
1 ,044
4,259
1 ,464
4,354
5,258
8,941
333
1 ,843
573
1 ,615
4,474
3,352
696
2,354

Affiliated

1 ,266

NEWHAM ASIAN WOMEN'S PROJECT
NEWHAM CHINESE ASSOCIATION

BEHNO-KI-MILAN

NEWHAM CITIZEN ADVICE BUREAU

*

BIRNBERG & CO SOLICITORS

NEWHAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE

*

BRIGHTON POLYTECHNIC STU DENTS

STUDENTS UNION

UNION

NEWHAM INDEPENDENT LABOUR

*

BRI GHTON ANTI-FASCIST ACTION

*

BRIGHTON LAW CENTRE

NEWHAM CND

BRISTOL RACE EQUALITY COUNCIL

NEWHAM COMMUNITY ADVICE UNIT

CAMPAIGN AGAINST RACISM AND

NEWHAM CONSORTIUM FOR YOUTH

*

PUBLICATIONS

FASCISM

Affllatlon to NMP Is open to
anyone who lives or works In
Newham and agrees with the
contltutlonal a l m s and
objectives of the Project.

NEWHAM DRUGS PROJECT

CANNING TOWN & GRANGE WARD

NEWHAM NALGO BLACK WORKERS

LABOUR PARTY

GROUP
NEWHAM NALGO

CANNING TOWN MUSLIM WELFARE
ASSOCIATION

NEWHAM NORTH EAST LABOUR

CASTLE WARD LABOUR PARTY
*

PARTY
NEWHAM NORTH WEST LABOUR

CITY OF LONDON ANTI-APARTH EID

PARTY

GROUP
*

COMMUNITY LINKS

NEWHAM REFUGEE FORUM

COMMISSION FOR FILIPINO MIGRANT

NEWHAM RENEWAL PROGRAMME
NEWHAM RIGHTS CENTRE

WORKERS

NEWHAM TAMIL COMMUNITY

CUMBERLAND SCHOOL NUT GROUP

HOUSING CORPORATION

EAST LONDON ACTTS (NEWHAM BRANCH}
EAST LONDON BLACK WOMENS

NEWHAM TENANTS AND RESIDENTS
FEDERATION

ORGANISATION (ELBWO)

-

-

*

-

EAST LONDON IRISH YEAR OF ACTION

N EWHAM WOMENS EQUALITY UNIT

EASTWARDS TRUST (HOSTELS) LTO

ONE LOVE (BEDS)

E. EDWARD SON & NOICE SOLICITORS

POLYTECHNIC OF CENTRAL

FIGHT RACISM! FIGHT IMPERIALISM!

LONDON STUDENTS UNION

FOREST GATE WARD LABOUR PARTY

POLYTECHNIC OF EAST LONDON

-

-

FOREST GATE YOUTH CENTRE
*

STUDENTS UNION

GENERAL UNION OF PALESTINIAN

PLASHET WARD LABOUR PARTY

WOMEN

1 04, 135
*

(Deficit)/Surplus For The Period

NEWHAM ANTI-FASCIST ACTION

ASIAN WOMENS RESOURCE CENTRE

*

-

2,448

AFRICAN REFUGEE HOUSING ACTION
GROUP (ARHAG)

Organisations

•

Salaries & National Insurance
Rent, Rates, Light and Heat

*

PLASHET SCHOOL NUT GROUP

GREATFIELD WARD LABOUR PARTY

•

ASSOCIATION

GREENWICH ACTION COMMITTEE
AGAINST RACIST ATTACKS (GACARA}

(580)

TAMIL WELFARE ASSOCIATION OF

GUJARAT WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Balance Sheet AS AT 31 MARCH 1991

NEWHAM
THEATRE ROYAL STRATFORD

INDIAN WORKERS ASSOCIATION GB

TOM ALLEN COMMUNITY ARTS

(EAST LONDON)

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors and Prepayments
Cash at Bank and In Hand

1991
£
10,489
21 ,774

1991
£
4,171
1 5,331

INTERNATIONAL ASIAN WELFARE

CENTRE

ASSOCIATION
*

*

32,263

1 9,502

•

TROOPS OUT MOVEMENT

ISLAMIC ASSOCIATION

*

THIRD WORLD FIRST

JEWISH SOCIALIST GROUP

•

UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK

LEICESTER RACIAL ATTACKS

STUDENTS UNION
UPTON WARD LABOUR PARTY

MONITORING PROJECT (RAMP)
UTILE ILFORD YOUTH CENTRE

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors and Accrued Expenses
Bank Overdraft

*

1 9 , 1 66
6,228

1 4,349

•

-

(1 4,349)

WORKERS POWER

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
STUDENTS UNION

*

(25,394)

SOCIALIST EDUCATIONAL

*

Other organisations which support

MALAYALEE ASSOCIATION OF THE UK

and agree with the constitutional aims

MANCHESTER MARTYRS

and objectives of NMP although not
based in Newham.

COMMEMORATION COMMITIEE
MANOR PARK WARD LABOUR PARTY

NET CURRENT ASSETS

6,869
-------------

REPRESENTED BY
Accu mulated Surplus
Defence Fund

5,153
=======

MAYFLOWER FAMILY CENTRE
*

MIGRANT RIGHTS ACTION NETWORK
MUSLIM WELARE ASSOCATION

4,792
2,077

3,526
1 , 627

*

NATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS

*

NATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS LONDON
AREA

6,869

5,153

NEIGHBOURHOOD CARE PROJECT
NEWHAM ALCOHOL ADVISORY SERVICE

hn.1 nci.1 l S t a t e m e n t

78

Affiliated Organisations

•

